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Abstract

In this paper we extend the closed-form estimator for the generalized autoregressive

conditional heteroscedastic (GARCH(1,1)) proposed by Kristensen and Linton [A closed-

form estimator for the GARCH(1,1) model. Econom Theory. 2006;22:323–337] to deal

with additive outliers. It has the advantage that is per se more robust that the maximum

likelihood estimator (ML) often used to estimate this model, it is easy to implement and

does not require the use of any numerical optimization procedure. The robustification of

the closed-form estimator is done by replacing the sample autocorrelations by a robust

estimator of these correlations and by estimating the volatility using robust filters. The

performance of our proposal in estimating the parameters and the volatility of the

GARCH(1,1) model is compared with the proposals existing in the literature via intensive

Monte Carlo experiments and the results of these experiments show that our proposal

outperforms the ML and quasi-maximum likelihood estimators-based procedures. Finally,

we fit the robust closed-form estimator and the benchmarks to one series of financial
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returns and analyse their performances in estimating and forecasting the volatility and

the value-at-risk.

 Keywords: additive outliers autocorrelations robustness value-at-risk volatility forecasting
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Notes

1. See [19] for dealing with estimates ofφ that are in the intervals ]−∞;0[ and ]1;+∞[.

2. Results are available from the authors upon request.

3. The Kiefer and Salmon [30] test is given by KSN=(KSS)2+(KSK)2, where 

KSS=T/6[(1/T)∑t=1Tyt⋅3−(3/T)∑t=1Tyt⋅], KSK=T/24[(1/T)∑t=1Tyt⋅4−(6/T)∑t=1Tyt⋅2+3]

and yt⋅ are the standardized returns. If the distribution of yt⋅ is conditional N(0,1), then 

KSS and KSK are asymptotically N(0,1) and KSN is asymptotically χ2(2).

4. The first tests for the unconditional coverage (denoted LRuc) and it is a standard

likelihood ratio test (known also as [33]'s test) given by

LRuc=−2logL(p;I1,I2,…,In)L(πˆ;I1,I2,…,In)∼asyχ2(1), where {It}t=1n is the indicator

sequence,p is the theoretical coverage, πˆ=n1/(n0+n1) is the maximum likelihood

estimate of the alternative failure rateπ, n0 is the number of zeros and n1 is the number
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of ones in the sequence {It}t=1n. The second tests for the independence part of the

conditional coverage hypothesis (denoted LRind) and it is also a likelihood ratio test

LRind=−2logL(Πˆ2;I1,I2,…,In)L(Πˆ1;I1,I2,…,In)∼asyχ2(1), where

Πˆ1=n00(n00+n01)n01(n00+n01)n10(n10+n11)n11(n10+n11),Πˆ2=1−πˆ2πˆ21−πˆ2πˆ2,

nij is the number of observations with valuei followed byj and πˆ2=

(n01+n11)/(n00+n10+n01+n11). Finally, the third is a joint test of coverage and

independence (denoted LRcc) given by

LRcc=−2logL(p;I1,I2,…,In)L(Πˆ1;I1,I2,…,In)∼asyχ2(1).

5. For computing [32]'s Dynamic Quantile test, Ht(α) is defined as Ht(α)=It(α)−α where 

I(α) is a vector composed by ones (VaR violations) and zeros (VaR no violations). By the

definition of VaR, we expect that the conditional expectation of Ht(α) given the past

information must be zero. This assumption can be tested with the following linear

regression model:

(20)

Ht(α)=β0+∑i=1PβiHt−i(α)+∑j=1Kγjgj(zt−j)+εt, (20) where εt is an i.i.d process with

zero mean and g(⋅) is a function of the past of variable zt. Consider H0:β0=β1=⋯

=βP=γ1=⋯=γK=0, and denote Ψ=(β0,β1,…,βP,γ1,…,γK)T the vector of the P+K+1

parameters of the model. The test statistics is given by

DQ=ΨˆTXTXΨˆα(1−α)⟶Lχ2(P+K+1), whereX denotes the covariates matrix in

Equation (20). In our study, we select P=4, K=4 and g(zt)=VaRt to account the influence

of past exceedances up to four days (see [34], for more details).
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